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Praise for this book:"Highly recommended...no other currently available textbook offers an

equivalent level of information in one place...[the] illustrations are exquisitely detailed and

realistic...a truly outstanding addition to any health care professional's library."--JAMAâ€œThis

anatomy textbook excels at every level and is highly recommended to all students and practitioners

involved in treating any aspect of the head and neck.â€• --Journal of Clinical OncologyHead and

Neck Anatomy for Dental Medicine combines concise but thorough explanatory text with stunning

full-color illustrations to guide the reader through every structure of the head and neck. Its exquisite

artwork and detailed coverage make this atlas an essential learning tool and reference for every

student and practitioner of dental medicine. It will also be useful for otolaryngologists, speech

pathologists, or anyone who deals primarily with the head and neck.Featuring expanded material

derived from the bestselling Thieme Atlas of Anatomy series, this one-volume atlas is intuitively

arranged to simplify the learning process. Coverage of each region begins with the skeletal

framework and then adds the muscles, the vasculature, the nerves, and then finally presents the

topographic anatomy for a comprehensive overview.Key features of this atlas:A specific focus on

head and neck anatomy aimed directly at students of dental medicine and anyone who must have

an understanding of this complex anatomic area More than 800 large, full-color, highly detailed

illustrations with clear and thorough labeling and descriptive captions plus schematics to elucidate

concepts Over 90 tables summarize key information for review and reference A full chapter devoted

to sectional anatomy, including radiographic images to demonstrate anatomy as seen in the clinical

setting An innovative, user-friendly format in which each two-page spread presents a self-contained

guide to a specific topicHead and Neck Anatomy for Dental Medicine includes access to

WinkingSkull.com PLUS, the interactive online study aid, with more than 600 full-color illustrations

and radiographs from this and Thieme's bestselling anatomy and radiology publications. Review or

test your anatomy knowledge with timed self-tests with instant results using the "labels on-and-off"

function on the illustrations.Teaching anatomy? We have the educational e-product you

need.Instructors can use the Thieme Teaching Assistant: Anatomy to download and easily import

2,000+ full-color illustrations to enhance presentations, course materials, and handouts.
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Dr. Baker is the best anatomy professor there is. Since not all of you can have him in person, this is

the next best thing. This is the best head and neck atlas out there. It has great pictures and text to

explain relationships, innervations, actions, etc. Basically, it has everything you need and more. I

used it for my anatomy class in medical school and it was the only book I opened for the head and

neck section. For those of you out there who are die hard Netter's fans, I guarantee that you would

change your mind if you were to give this book a shot. This has everything Netter's has plus more.

love it, nice pictures and a bit of info about development etc, but i REALLY think it would have been

nice to have some cadaver pictures in there as well (the pictures are just Too pretty for real life

hands on use in a cadaver lab)

This has almost everything you could want from an atlas, the pictures are great and the text

concise. Very helpful for revision, however the book does not have any cadaver pictures which

could have been useful for dissections.

It took a month to get to Romania :), but definitely worth it!It has so much information and detailed

pictures! My wife is a dentist and she likes it very much!

i bought this and i install kindle on my PC , when i finish download this book, it looks horrible on my

monitor, especially the picture, it is very hard to identify. so buy the book , do not buy the kindle

edition. my pc monitor is 20 inch, i maximize to biggest size , the picture still looks blurrd. if

someone interested how blurred it looks like ,just e-mail me , i will send u the picture.



Excellent book with good graphics, clear explanations , which makes you more and more interested

in studying it.

Love the book. good visuals. use it everyday to study from and as my go to reference book

So I bought this for my boyfriend who's about to start dental school and he loves it! Also from my

personal experience with Gross Anatomy, I prefer the THIEME books over Gray's and Netter's

because of the overall organization/context of the book and the GREAT pictures.
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